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I was contacted by ORIFIX recently asking if I would like to try a map board. Why not, I 
thought. I’ve always ridden a Miry board so the chance to test something new was not to 
be missed! ORIFIX are a new company from Portugal which are breaking into the MTBO 
Map board market. There are several other types of map boards, all with their 
advantages and faults. 

Having always ridden and raced with a Miry board (which was worlds above my first ‘clip-
on’ plastic board) I had never felt a need to change. What I had worked well, the map 
boards were well known and everyone rates them well. However, at 4 years old, I was 
intending on a new map board this year, so when ORIFIX contacted me, it was too good 
an opportunity to miss! 

My specially made white base with a black board arrived a week later, which perfectly 
complements my black, white and yellow bike. Currently the bases come in 3 different 
colours: white, black and blue, although more colours are being added to the range. 

The base is fully collapsible - it took me a few minutes to build as it arrived flat packed, 
which is great when travelling abroad. I no longer need to worry that my map board base 
will scratch the frame during ‘bike-bag’ transit. It fits neatly into a side pocket of a 
rucksack.  

The board itself is 275mm x 275mm, the same size as my previous board which I’ve never 
had any issues with. The vast majority of maps will fit into this without any problem. The 
advantage of the ORIFIX board is the velcro cover which folds completely underneath so 
there is no chance of it flying off in high speed descents. Because there are no ‘poppers’ 
to click in when inserting your map, more time can be spent at the start planning your 
route, rather than trying not to obscure and cut through vital route choices or controls. 
Because the cover folds entirely underneath its easy when riding to slide the map within 
the cover, since no folding is required initially (the map can be folded within the plastic 
cover and around the board itself). The cover is also fully water proof, and mud 
wipeable! 

I never had a problem with my Miry, occasional on descents the board would rattle and 
shake and rotate itself, which would often make relocation tough at the bottom of the 
hills! I never really noticed this shaking, it was part of the map board. My 3 test ride races 
were very technical, many roots and rocks and long steep descents, so perfect for testing 
the ‘shake’ factor! I was amazed to find the ORIFIX board doesn’t shake what-so-ever. I 
could read the map with perfect clarity on the descents - and this factor alone sets the 
ORIFIX board apart from its counterparts.  

Where my previous map board has either been too tight and tough to rotate or very 
loose, the ORIFIX board has the perfect ‘effort-to-ease’ ratio of rotating. It has that 
perfect mid point of not spinning around easily, and has enough friction to stay exactly in 
place once rotated. 
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The board is fixed into place with two butterfly clips, which are still firmly fixed in place 
after 3 races, but also easily adjustable when riding. Once the base is set up, everything 
can be tightened or loosened using your fingers, no allen keys or spanners needed. The 
finger tighten screws for affixing the base to your handlebars are great, so faffing trying 
to move cables to make from for your allen keys. The screws themselves always remain 
fixed in the ‘unmoving’ side of the handlebar attachment, so they can never get lost and 
fall out during transit. 

While all the ORIFIX boards are made for 31.8mm handlebars, they come with an 
attachment for 25.4mm handlebars. A lightweight plastic insert which clips easily over 
your handlebars providing plenty of grip for the board, which then stays in place whilst 
riding over the roughest terrain. 
The boards also have the ability to have ‘extensions’ added. Some inserts of 5 cm can be 
added between the top of the uprights and the ‘base-ring’, which is great for MTB 
orienteers who need the map a little closer to read it better.  

All in all, ORIFIX have made an absolutely superb map board which is easy to use and 
miles better than its ‘Miry’ counterpart for racing and training. It’s definitely worth 
investing in ORIFIX if you’re in the market for a new board this year! 
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